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Abstract. We present novel enhanced finite element methods for the Darcy problem start-

ing from the non stable continuous P1/P0 finite element space enriched with multiscale func-

tions. The methods are derived in a Petrov-Galerkin framework where both velocity and

pressure trial spaces are enriched with functions based on residuals of the strong equations in

each element and edge partition. The strategy leads to a velocity space enhanced with func-

tions of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas space and to a stable weak formulation preserving

the local mass conservation feature. Several numerical tests validate the methods.

1. Introduction

Simulation of fluid flow through intricate large heterogeneous domains is a major challenge

in porous media field, as in oil reservoir, contaminant transport and water resource problems,

since multiple scales are inherent in these situations. The traditional approach to overcome

the problem of multiple scales consists of using homogenization techniques which leads to

effective models replacing oscillating coefficients by homogenized ones. One of the most

representative and useful example in porous media is the Darcy’s equation which can be

obtained considering Stokes behavior flow at porous level. In its primal formulation, the

Darcy’s model is composed by a Poisson equation for the pressure unknown so that it can

be solved accurately by the standard Galerkin finite element method.

However, the quantity of interest is usually the flow velocity which is represented by

the pressure gradient. Therefore, the model adopted is the mixed version of Darcy equation.

Other viable alternative consists of improving velocity and mass conservation accuracy based

on a post-processing technique [34]. It is well known that the choice of interpolation spaces

for this mixed problem in finite element framework is guided by the inf-sup stability condition
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[12]. From the numerical viewpoint most natural choices do not satisfy such condition and

suffer from instabilities, such as equal order interpolation spaces for velocity and pressure.

In addition to the stability constraint, the local mass conservation property is another

feature that a finite element scheme must preserve for practical engineering applications.

Pairs of spaces composed by discontinuous interpolations for pressure satisfy such conser-

vation feature. Unfortunately most of them are not stable in the inf-sup sense, included

the simplest element, i.e, continuous linear interpolation for velocity and piecewise constant

for pressure. Indeed, the premise to share stability and local mass conservation properties

exclude many desirable combinations of interpolation spaces. Nevertheless, some have been

successfully derived. This is the case of the lowest order Raviart-Thomas element (RT0) [37]

or the lowest order Brezzi-Douglas-Marini element (BDM) [14] (see [15] for higher orders

elements) which require continuity for the normal component of the velocity combined with

discontinuous pressure interpolation. However, since such choices yield linear systems which

represent saddle-point problems, more effort must be done in order to efficiently solve the

system of equations [16]. Moreover, when the RT0 or BDM elements are incorporated into

schemes for coupled Stokes and Darcy equations, extra studies are mandatory to take into

account discontinuous tangential velocity due to the Darcy law [6].

It has been just a few years since stabilized finite element methods have been extended to

the Darcy problem ([35] and [21]), despite the fact that such methods are well established

for fluid flows problems based on the Stokes operator [31, 26]. In [35] an unusual term

based on the residual of Darcy law is added to the classical Galerkin formulation making

the formulation stable for all combination of conforming continuous velocity and pressure

interpolation spaces. Discontinuous spaces for the pressure when combined with high order

conforming spaces for the velocity are proved to be also stable and local mass conservative.

Furthermore, stability was reached for the simplest element in [21] from the idea introduced

in [30] for the Stokes operator. In those formulations, extra terms based on pressure jumps

on the internal edges of the partition are added, but the important local mass conservation

feature is no longer preserved. It can be recovered including those additional terms only

inside macro element patches [33].

Theoretical justification of stabilized methods have become a subject of interest in the

last decade mainly based on the connection with Galerkin methods enriched with bubble

functions [36, 7, 13]. A particular kind of bubble enrichment for velocity spaces is the so-

called Residual-Free Bubble (RFB) method ([20, 25, 17, 18]), in which the bubble function

is now the solution of a problem containing the residual of the continuous equation at the

element level (see [19, 38] for the a-priori error analysis). However, the imposition of a zero
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boundary condition on the element boundary has led to some numerical problems as spurious

oscillations in RFB’s solutions.

Recently, a Petrov-Galerkin enriched method (PGEM) [23] was presented for the singularly

perturbed reaction-diffusion model for which an a-priori error analysis was performed in [22]

and an a-posteriori error estimator proposed in [4]. The particularity of such methods is

based on the fact that the trial space is no longer enriched with bubble functions, but

instead with multiscale functions, whereas the test function space stays enhanced with bubble

functions. Such choice still allow us performing static condensation procedure. Thus, the

multiscale function is now the solution of the differential problem in each element containing

the residual of the momentum equation on the right hand side, and in addition, it satisfies

non homogeneous boundary conditions depending on the residual on the edges. The resulting

method is of Petrov-Galerkin type, in which the trial function space is spanned by a basis

formed by the addition of usual polynomial basis functions and the multiscale functions

(which are now known analytically), while the test function space is the standard polynomial

space.

The Petrov-Galerkin framework described above was extended to the generalized Stokes

problem, i.e, the Stokes operator added by a zeroth order term, in [11]. In this work, the

linear interpolation space for the velocity was enhanced with non polynomial multiscale

functions and further related to a new unusual stabilized finite element method (see [27] and

[10]). All of those works pointed out that improved results may be reached whenever we

take into account, not only the residual of the strong equation inside each element, but also

on the edges.

Based on this insight, and trying to find out an accurate definition of residuals on edges, it

was proposed in [3] a new enhanced space for velocity in the context of Stokes problems. In

such case, the multiscale functions are still defined as the solution of element-wise differential

problems but now its boundary condition is related to the jump of the pressure and to the

normal derivatives of the velocity on edges. Indeed, a-posteriori error analysis of Stokes

problems point out that the error in the natural norms for velocity and pressure is mainly

bounded by the residual of stress tensor jumps on the edges [2]. Hence, we finally end up

with a family of stabilized methods which generalize the one proposed in [30].

The aim of this work consists of deriving a stable local mass conservative finite element

method for the Darcy equation in the framework proposed in [3] starting from the simplest

element. Unlike [3], now both velocity and pressure approximation spaces are enriched with

functions that, after static condensation procedure, appear as the solution of element-wise

Darcy problems related to the residual of the strong equation. Related enrichment were
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also used in [29] and [5] for a mixed problem with oscillating coefficients using pure RT0

spaces. The conformity of the method is assured by imposing continuity of enriched normal

velocity component through the edges which correct the residual due to the jump of pressure.

Afterward, we find out that the effective velocity is composed by an element of continuous

linear space added by an element of the RT0 space which is defined with respect to the

jump of the pressure. Moreover, an alternative PGEM method is introduced by presuming a

variant of the enrichment on the edges combining the jumps of the pressure and the normal

component of the strong Darcy operator.

But whatever the enrichment approach used, the final method coming out consists of

searching velocity and pressure in the original simplest space from a modified variational

formulation. Hence, no new degrees of freedom are added. In some sense this method is

a generalization of the one proposed in [21], and even more important, we come up with

methods that are stable and recover a velocity field which is locally mass conservative.

Furthermore, the associate discrete system of equations is no longer semi-definite positive

and the methods might be combined with the one proposed in [3] to solve coupled Darcy-

Stokes problems.

The outline of this paper is as follows: in Section 2 we present the general framework and

derive the general form of the method. Afterward, in Section 3 we reach a concrete stable

finite element method for the simplest element P1/P0 preserving the local mass conservation

feature, and we propose a variant of it. Several numerical experiments confirm the theoretical

results in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.

1.1. Some notations. This section introduces definitions and notations used throughout.

In what follows, Ω denotes an open bounded domain in R
2 with polygonal boundary ∂Ω,

and x = (x1, x2) is a typical point in Ω. As usual, L2(Ω) is the space of square integrable

functions over Ω, L2
0(Ω) represents functions belonging to L2(Ω) with zero average in Ω,

and Hdiv(Ω) is composed by functions that belong to L2(Ω)2 with divergence in L2(Ω). The

space Hdiv
0 (Ω) means functions having normal component vanishing on ∂Ω and belonging

to Hdiv(Ω). Now, denoting by Hdiv
0 (K) the space whose functions belong to Hdiv

0 (Ω) with

support in K and vanishing normal component on ∂K, and L2
0(K) the space of functions

belong to L2
0(Ω) with support and zero mean in K, the corresponding global spaces read

Hdiv
0 (Th) := ⊕

∑

K∈Th

Hdiv
0 (K) and L2

0(Th) := ⊕
∑

K∈Th

L2
0(K).

Henceforth, EK
h and FK

h represent two subspaces of Hdiv(K) and L2
0(K), respectively, and

Eh and Fh the related subspaces of Hdiv
0 (Ω) and L2

0(Ω) generated by EK
h and FK

h , such that
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functions of EK
h have continuous normal component across the edges of K. Finally, as usual,

(· , · )D stands for the inner product in L2(D) (or in L2(D)2, when necessary), and ‖· ‖s,D

(|· |s,D) the norm (seminorm) in Hs(D) (or Hs(D)2, if necessary), and ‖· ‖div,D the norm in

Hdiv(D).

2. The model problem and multiscale enrichment

2.1. Basic definitions. Let us consider the following Darcy problem: Find (u, p) such that

u+ ∇· (K p) = f , ∇·u = g in Ω,(1)

u·n = 0 on ∂Ω,

where u is the so-called Darcy velocity, p is the pressure, f and g are given source terms and

n is the unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω. We suppose f constant since it is usually related

to the gravity force. Moreover, we assume that the given data have enough regularity and

the usual compatibility condition
∫

Ω

g = 0,

holds such that (1) has a unique solution u and p in the space Hdiv
0 (Ω) and L2

0(Ω), respec-

tively.

Remark. Whether we consider (1) with a prescribed flux b on ∂Ω such that
∫

Ω

g =

∫

∂Ω

b,

then we can recover the homogeneous case since there exists a function wb belonging to

Hdiv(Ω) such that wb·n = b on ∂Ω (cf. [28]), and thus we replace the right hand side f to

f −wb and g to g −∇·wb. �

Remark. For the sake of simplicity, we consider here the case K = σ I where σ = κ
µ
∈ R

+ is

piecewise constant, with µ and κ denoting the viscosity and permeability, respectively, and

I the identity matrix. However, we point out that in the more general case we can always

approximate them by performing projections in the piecewise constant space. Furthermore,

despite the fact the methods are presented in the two dimensional case their extension to

the three dimensional framework is straightforward. �

Now, the mixed variational formulation associated to (1) reads: Find (u, p) in Hdiv
0 (Ω)×

L2
0(Ω) such that

A((u, p), (v, q)) = F(v, q) ∀(v, q) ∈ Hdiv
0 (Ω) × L2

0(Ω),(2)
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where the bilinear form A : [Hdiv
0 (Ω) × L2

0(Ω)]2 → R and the linear form F : Hdiv
0 (Ω) ×

L2
0(Ω) → R are defined by

A((u, p), (v, q)) := (u,v)Ω − (σ p,∇·v)Ω + (q,∇·u)Ω, F(v, q) := (f ,v)Ω + (g, q)Ω.(3)

The well-posedness of (2) follows from the surjectivity of the divergence operator between

spaces Hdiv
0 (Ω) and L2

0(Ω) (see [15] for more details).

Next, we select a discretization of (2). First, we begin by defining a partition of Ω, denoted

by Th, as a family of regular triangulations built up using triangles K with boundary ∂K

composed by edges Z. The set of internal edges is denoted by Vh. The characteristic length

of K and Z are denoted by hK and hZ , respectively, and h := max{hK : K ∈ Th}.

It is well known that the pair of interpolation spaces for pressure and velocity must satisfy

the discrete Babuska-Brezzi (or inf-sup) condition [15] in order to lead to a stable discrete

version of problem (2). The lowest order Raviart-Thomas space is the simplest example of

a stable mass conservative element, and is composed by the velocity space

VRT0
:= {v ∈ Hdiv

0 (Ω) : v |K ∈ RT0(K)∀K ∈ Th},

where the linear local space RT0(K) is defined by

RT0(K) := P0(K)2 + xP0(K).(4)

Hence, the normal component of velocity is continuous and the pressure is searched in the

piecewise constant subspace Q0
h of L2

0(Ω). The inf-sup condition is satisfied since ∇·VRT0
=

Q0
h. However, as every saddle point structure, the Raviart-Thomas method gives rise to a

semi-positive system of linear algebraic equations which is ill-conditioned so that some tricky

solver algorithm is mandatory (see [16] and reference therein for further discussion).

Our intent in this work is to pursue an alternative to derive stable mass conservative

methods. Starting from a not stable but mass conservative choice of polynomial spaces

we enrich both pressure and velocity spaces such that they become stable without losing

conservative features. In particular, we are interested here in the simplest element, namely

the P1/P0 interpolation spaces. With this in mind, we begin by introducing the standard

finite element space Vh := [Vh]
2 ∩ Hdiv

0 (Ω) for the velocity variable, where

Vh := {v ∈ C0(Ω) : v|K ∈ P1(K), ∀K ∈ Th},(5)

and for the pressure

Qk
h := {q ∈ L2

0(Ω) : q|K ∈ Pk(K), ∀K ∈ Th}.(6)
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Such family of spaces, where k ∈ N
+, share the desirable local mass conservation property

since pressure is discontinuously interpolated.

We now develop some insight that will guide us to enhance spaces (5) and (6). First of

all, it is clear that solving the Darcy problem using the discrete version of (2) with spaces

(5), (6) leads to a non stable problem, i.e. the solution is not unique since the kernel of

divergence operator over Vh is not the zero function only. Despite this fact, we pick up one

of the solutions of the problem: Find u1 in Vh and pk in Qk
h such that

A((u1, pk), (v1, qk)) = F(v1, qk) ∀(v1, qk) ∈ Vh × Qk
h.

A simple exam of the problem points out the strategy to enhance the classical spaces. Indeed,

denoting by (eu, ep) := (u − u1, p − pk) the velocity and pressure errors, it turns out that

after integration by parts the error satisfies the following weak problem for all (v, q) ∈

Hdiv
0 (Ω) × L2

0(Ω),

A((eu, ep), (v, q)) =
∑

K∈Th

[

(RM ,v)K + (RD, q)K

]

+
∑

Z∈Vh

(Jσ pkK,v·n)Z ,(7)

where RM and RD are the element-wise residuals defined by

RM := f − u1 − σ∇pk, RD := g −∇·u1.(8)

Therefore, the error can be considered strongly related to the residuals, which are represented

by the quantity Jσ phK on the internal edges. Such assumption is accurately proved for the

Stokes operator in [39], [2], and references therein, and it is based on a-posteriori error

estimators starting from error equations similar to (7). We observe that some a-posteriori

error estimators have been also proposed for the Darcy problem [1]. In particular for σ = 1,

in [40] the following a-posteriori error estimator is proposed for ‖p − ph‖0,Ω:

(9) η :=

{

∑

Z∈Vh

αZhZ ‖JphK‖
2
0,Z

}
1

2

,

where ph is the discrete pressure field and αZ is a constant depending on Z but not on h.

So, inspired by (7) and according to (9), we pursue the multiscale enrichment to correct the

residual of the Darcy equation in the interior of each element and also on each edge of the

partition (see also [23, 4] for related ideas applied to a singularly perturbed problem). Besides

considering edge residuals as pressure jumps, which will be the guideline for proposing the

PGEM in Section 3, a variant of this idea combining residual corrections of the normal

component of RM along with the jump of pressure is also investigated. This will allow us to

end up with a second PGEM in Section 3.3.
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2.2. The enhanced strategy. We propose the following Petrov-Galerkin enhanced method

(PGEM) for the Darcy problem (1): Find uh := u1+ue ∈ Vh⊕Eh and ph := pk+pe ∈ Qk
h⊕Fh

such that

A((uh, ph), (vh, qh)) = F(vh, qh),

for all vh := v1 + vb ∈ Vh ⊕ Hdiv
0 (Th) and for all qh := q1 + qe ∈ Qk

h ⊕ L2
0(Th). By now we

skip to define Eh and Fh and we just suppose that

Eh ∩ Vh = {0} and Fh ∩ Qk
h = {0}.(10)

From now on, and just in order to derive the method, we will suppose that g is a piecewise

constant function. This technical assumption does not affect the precision of the method, as

proved in [9]. With this assumption in mind, this Petrov-Galerkin scheme is equivalent to

the following system: for all (v1, qk) ∈ Vh × Qk
h and for all (vb, qe) ∈ Hdiv

0 (Th) × L2
0(Th)

A((uh, ph), (v1, qk)) = F(v1, qk),(11)

A((uh, ph), (vb, qe)) = F(vb, qe).(12)

Using that (qe,∇·u1)K = 0 since ∇·u1 |K ∈ R and (qe, 1)K = 0 for all K ∈ Th, equation

(12) above may be written in the following strong form

(13) ue + σ∇pe = RM , ∇·ue = CK in K,

where CK is a positive constant. Next, the differential problem (13) must be completed with

boundary conditions which lead us to fix CK .

Now, by the assumption that the multiscale enrichment functions (ue, pe) must also take

into account the residual of the Darcy equation on each edge of the partition, and inspired

by the a-posteriori error estimator (9), we impose the following boundary condition for ue:

ue ·n = αZ hZ Jσ pkK on each Z ∈ Vh,(14)

where αZ is a positive constant independent of h which can vary on each Z. In order to

make (13)-(14) compatible, we set up CK = Jσ pkK where

Jσ pkK :=
1

|K|

3
∑

i=1

αZi
|Zi|

∫

Zi

Jσ pkK |Zi
,

with Zi, i = 1, ..., 3, denoting the edges of K. Hence, the divergence equation in (13) reads

∇·ue = Jσ pkK in K.(15)
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Remark. The boundary condition (14) assures the continuity of the normal component of

the velocity on each edge. Furthermore, the coefficient hZ in (14) is included mimicking the

order of the residual on the edges, and it will be responsible to lead optimal convergence

rates [9]. �

Remark. The enrichment functions (ue, pe) as defined in (13)-(15) can be seen as an approx-

imation of (eu, ep) in each element and on each edge of the partition, so as the functions

(u1 +ue, pk + pe) are a more accurate approximation of exact solutions. Such interpretation

is the starting point of hierarchical a-posteriori error estimators introduced in [8]. �

In the sequel, it will be convenient to decouple contribution (ue, pe) in each K ∈ Th. So,

thanks to the linearity of the Darcy operator, we assume that

ue = uM
e + uD

e , pe = pM
e + pD

e ,(16)

where the pairs (uM
e , pM

e ) and (uD
e , pD

e ) are, respectively, the solution of problems

uM
e + σ∇pM

e = RM , ∇·uM
e = 0 in K,(17)

uM
e ·n = 0 on ∂K,

and

uD
e + σ∇pD

e = 0 in K, ∇·uD
e = Jσ pkK in K,(18)

uD
e ·n = αZhZ Jσ pkK on ∂K.

Now, inspired by the local problems above, we introduce the local operators MK :=

(Mu
K ,Mp

K) : L2(K)2 → Hdiv
0 (K) × L2

0(K) and DK := (Du
K ,Dp

K) : L2(∂K) → Hdiv(K) ×

L2
0(K), defined such that we can write:

(uM
e , pM

e ) = MK

(

RM
)

∀K ∈ Th ,(19)

(uD
e , pD

e ) = DK (Jσ pkK) ∀K ∈ Th.(20)

Using these operators, we can precisely define the enriched spaces by setting

Eh := ED
h ⊕ EM

h and Fh := FD
h ⊕ FM

h ,

where the spaces ED
h and FD

h are defined by

ED
h × FD

h := {(vD
e , qD

e ) ∈ Hdiv
0 (Ω) × L2

0(Th) : (vD
e , qD

e ) |K = DK(JqkK), qk ∈ Qk
h},

and EM
h and FM

h by

EM
h × FM

h := {(vM
e , qM

e ) ∈ Hdiv
0 (Ω) × L2

0(Th) : (vM
e , pM

e ) |K = MK(v1), v1 ∈ Vh}.
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Clearly the spaces Eh and Fh are finite dimensional and satisfy the assumption (10). Fur-

thermore, from the characterization (19)-(20) we see that (uD
e , pD

e ) ∈ ED
h × FD

h , (uM
e , pM

e ) ∈

EM
h × FM

h and no additional degrees of freedom have been introduced in (11).

Next, we turn back to equation (11). First, since pe ∈ L2
0(K) and ∇·v1 |K ∈ R then

(pe,∇·v1)K = 0 for all K ∈ Th.(21)

Therefore, the PGEM (11) becomes: Find (u1, pk) ∈ Vh × Qk
h such that

A((u1 + ue, pk), (v1, qk)) = F(v1, qk) ∀(v1, qk) ∈ Vh × Qk
h,(22)

where ue is characterized with respect to u1 and pk by (19)-(20).

It is also convenient to rewrite the problem above in an equivalent form integrating by

parts in each K ∈ Th

(qk,∇·ue)K = −(ue,∇qk)K + (ue·n, qk)∂K .(23)

Then, replacing (23) in (11), formulation (11) reads

A((u1, pk), (v1, qk)) +
∑

K∈Th

(ue,v1 −∇qk)K +
∑

K∈Th

(ue·n, qk)∂K = F(v1, qk).(24)

Now, inserting (19)-(20) in (24) the equivalent form of PGEM becomes: Find (u1, pk) ∈

Vh × Qk
h such that

A((u1, pk), (v1, qk)) +
∑

K∈Th

(Du
K(Jσ pkK) −Mu

K (u1 + σ∇pk) ,v1 −∇qk)K(25)

+
∑

Z∈Vh

αZhZ(Jσ pkK, JqkK)Z = F(v1, qk) −
∑

K∈Th

(Mu
Kf ,v1 −∇qk)K ,

for all (v1, qk) ∈ Vh × Qk
h. The method (25) (as well as (22)) is consistent, and hereafter,

we assume that this method leads to a well-posed problem. This assumption is proved in [9]

for the P1/P0 element.

Remark. The method above is the Galerkin method enhanced by two new contributions

coming from enriching the velocity ue only. Indeed, the expected new terms associated

with enriching the pressure variable pe vanish when the linear interpolation for the velocity

variable is used. Such simplification will not apply to higher order interpolation choices. �

Remark. The stabilized finite element method proposed by Hughes-Masud in [35] can be

viewed as a particular case of formulation (25). Actually, by considering continuous polyno-

mial interpolations for both velocity and pressure, and assuming for all K ∈ Th that

Mu
K =

1

2
I,
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we recover exactly the above referenced method. �

Remark. Some of the additional terms in (25) vanish whether the interpolation space for the

pressure is restricted to the cases k = 0, 1 . Indeed, since f and σ∇pk are constants in K, it

turns out that we can always find a polynomial function qe belonging to L2
0(K) such that

σ∇qe = f − σ∇pk in each K ∈ Th,

which leads the function (0, qe) to be the unique solution of problem (19) whenever u1 is

excluded form the right hand side of (19). Therefore, no enriching contribution comes from

(19) but for the one related to u1 since

(Mu
K(σ∇pk),v1 −∇qk)K = (Mu

Kf ,v1 −∇qk)K = 0. �

Remark. Using that uM
e ·n |∂K = 0 from (17), and since space Qk

h is composed by piecewise

discontinuous functions, from (11) we find out that
∫

∂K

(u1 + ue)·n =

∫

∂K

(u1 + uD
e )·n =

∫

K

g for each K ∈ Th.

Indeed, just for simplicity, let us consider the case of a uniform mesh, let K and K ′ be two

elements of Th and let us consider in (11) the function

q̃k =

{

1 in K

−1 in K ′
∈ Qk

h .

Then, we obtain (using (11) with (vh, qh) = (0, q̃k))
∫

K

(∇· (u1 + ue) − g) =

∫

K′

(∇· (u1 + ue) − g) ,

and hence the value of (∇· (u1+ue)−g, 1)K is a constant on Th. Then, since ue,u1 ∈ Hdiv
0 (Ω)

and g ∈ L2
0(Ω), we arrive at

0 =

∫

Ω

(∇· (u1 + ue) − g) = Nel

∫

K

(∇· (u1 + ue) − g) ,

where Nel is the number of elements in Th, and then the result follows. Hence, the multiscale

method (25) has the local mass conservation property of the original Galerkin method.

Indeed, even if
∫

K
∇·u1 no longer coincides with

∫

K
g for all K ∈ Th, we can recover local

mass conservation computing uD
e from (20). In the next section we present how to perform

that with respect to the basis functions, avoiding any additional local problem computations.

�

Next, we will present concrete enriched method for the simplest pair P1/P0.
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3. The simplest element P1/P0

In this section we apply the general framework derived in the last section to the stabiliza-

tion of the simplest possible pair of elements, i.e., piecewise linear for velocity and piecewise

constant elements for the pressure.

3.1. The method. We begin by rewriting method (25) into the standard stabilized finite

element notation: Find (u1, p0) ∈ Vh × Q0
h such that for all (v1, q0) ∈ Vh × Q0

h we have

B((u1, p0), (v1, q0)) = F(v1, q0),(26)

where

B((u1, p0), (v1, q0)) := B((u1, p0), (v1, q0)) +
∑

K∈Th

(Du
K(Jσ p0K) −Mu

K(u1),v1)K ,

and

B((u1, p0), (v1, q0)) := (u1,v1) − (σ p0,∇·v1)Ω + (q0,∇·u1)Ω +
∑

Z∈Vh

τZ(Jσ p0K, Jq0K)Z .

The so-called stabilization parameter is given by

(27) τZ = αZ hZ ,

and αZ is a positive constant independent of h, but which can eventually vary on each Z.

Such choice was guided by the multiscale enrichment and by the error analysis performed in

[9]. Indeed, it comes out from the analysis that αZ is constrained to be of order one and no

lower bound is a-priori necessary. Nevertheless, it is clear that the lower is αZ the weaker is

the control on pressure in the norm induced by the bilinear form B(., .). Hence, a detailed

numerical study concerning the sensitivity of the discrete solutions with respect to αZ is

performed in Section 4.

We remove from (26) the term

∑

K∈Th

(Du
K(Jσ p0K) −Mu

K(u1),v1)K ,

and, therefore, we propose the so-called reduced PGEM: Find (u1, p0) ∈ Vh × Q0
h such that

B((u1, p0), (v1, q0)) = F(v1, q0) ∀(v1, q0) ∈ Vh × Q0
h.(28)

Such simplification does not induce lose of accuracy since the error between (u1, p0) and

(u1, p0), solutions of (26) and (28) respectively, is bounded by the error between (u1, p0) and

the exact solution in their natural norms. This has been established in [9].
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Remark. For numerical purposes, the original PGEM (26) should a-priori be preferred since

from its solution we can build an approximate velocity field such that local mass conservation

is achieved exactly. Nevertheless, numerical results presented in Section 4 point out that such

error remains negligible when the reduced formulation (28) is used. �

Remark. Extension of method (26) to deal with oscillating coefficients is straightforward,

but in those cases, we are confronted with solving numerically the Darcy local problems

(uD
e , pD

e ) = DK (Jσ p0K) , (uM
e , pM

e ) = −MK (u1) for all K ∈ Th.

However, such additional computations are no longer necessary when the reduced method

(28) is used. Related local problems are also the key of enrichment proposed in [5] and [29]

in the Raviart-Thomas framework. �

Remark. Stabilization strategies based on jumps as included in (28) can also be adopted in

fully discontinuous Galerkin approach [32]. However in the latter, the coefficient multiplying

the stabilized term is of order h−1

Z instead of hZ obtained for the continuous velocity case.

�

3.2. Enriching basis functions. The resolution of the weak formulation (26) requires the

resolution of the local problems (19)-(20) for each K ∈ Th, while the formulation (28) does

not. Independently of the choice of the formulation, the field of velocity ought be corrected

by the enriched contribution in order to reach local mass conservation property, so we need

to study the relationship between multiscale and polynomial basis functions.

It follows from (20), and from the linearity of the Darcy’s operator that uD
e and pD

e may

be decomposed in each K ∈ Th as

uD
e |K =

3
∑

j=1

ϕ̃j Jσ p0K|Zj
and pD

e |K =
3

∑

j=1

η̃j Jσ p0K|Zj
,(29)

as well as uM
e and pM

e (from (19)) as

uM
e |K =

2
∑

k=1

3
∑

i=1

ϕk
i uk

i and pM
e |K =

2
∑

k=1

3
∑

i=1

ηk
i uk

i .(30)

Indexes j and i are representing edges and nodal local numeration, respectively, and uk
i the

nodal values of u1.

Next, by replacing (29) and (30) in the local problems (18) and (17) respectively, and

factoring out the coefficients it comes out that the multiscale basis functions (ϕ̃j, η̃j) :=
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αZj
|Zj| (ϕj, ηj) and (ϕk

i , η
k
i ) must satisfy the following well-posed local Darcy problems re-

spectively

ϕj + σ∇ηj = 0, ∇·ϕj =
|Zj|

|K|
in K,(31)

ϕj·n =

{

1 if j = i,

0 otherwise
on each Zi ∈ ∂K,(32)

and

ϕk
i + σ∇ηk

i = −ψk
i , ∇·ϕk

i = 0 in K,(33)

ϕk
i ·n = 0 on ∂K.(34)

Here ψk
i denotes the (vector-valued) usual hat functions.

Remark. The enrichment functions emanating from the problem (31)-(32) are nothing but

the well known basis functions of the space RT0(K), i.e, the lowest order Raviart-Thomas

approximation of Hdiv(K) defined by (4). The solution of (31) can be explicitly computed

and reads

ϕj =
|Zj|

2|K|
(x − xj) for j = 1, ..., 3,(35)

where xj represents the opposite node with respect to edge Zj. Consequently,

ηj = −
|Zj|

σ 2 |K|

( |x|2

2
− x·xj + Cj

)

for j = 1, ..., 3,

where the constant Cj is set up so
∫

K
ηj = 0. �

Remark. Henceforth, and in order to come up with stable pair of interpolations without

loss of local mass conservation feature, it is fundamental to enrich the linear part of velocity

solution u1 with an element of Raviart-Thomas’ space VRT0
, namely, the multiscale function

uD
e computed from (29). Moreover, from the decomposition (16), the exact velocity u is

approached in each K ∈ Th by

uh = u1 + uM
e + uD

e =
2

∑

k=1

3
∑

i=1

(ψk
i +ϕk

i ) uk
i +

3
∑

j=1

ϕ̃j Jσ p0K |Zj
,

so, as expected, the continuity of normal velocity component through edges is assured but

not the tangential one. �

Remark. Problem (33) may be traduced as the Helmholtz decomposition of ψk
i , i.e, ψk

i being

represented by a curl-free function ηk
i and a divergence-free function ϕk

i (there exists a scalar

function ω ∈ H1(K) such that ϕk
i = ∇ × ω), for which the uniqueness is reached from
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(34) and from the assumption that ηk
i ∈ L2

0(K). The latter can be obtained by solving the

well-posed elliptic problem

−σ∆ηk
i = ∇·ψk

i in K, σ∂nηk
i = −ψk

i ·n on ∂K,(36)

which immediately lead us to ϕk
i = −ψk

i − σ∇ηk
i .

The elliptic problems above should be solved numerically by a two-level method [24] since

analytical solutions are not a-priori disposable. However, instead of doing that, we propose

the alternative approach to perturb the boundary conditions of (30) such that analytical

solutions are computable and accuracy preserved. Such compromise is achieved by replacing

the boundary condition in (36) by

σ∂nηk
i = −

〈

ψk
i ·n

〉

|Z on ∂K,(37)

where
〈

v
〉

|Z ∈ R stands for the mean value of v over Z, i.e.,

〈

v
〉

|Z :=
1

|Z|

∫

Z

v ds.(38)

Indeed, clearly the compatibility condition in problem (36) is still preserved by using (37),

the additional error involved is of same order as in the method (see [9]), and even more impor-

tant, the solution might be calculated analytically and leads to approximate the enrichment

function ϕk
i by

ϕk
i ∼ −ψk

i +
3

∑

j=1

ϕj

〈

ψk
i ·n

〉

|Zj
,(39)

where ϕj is defined in (35). �

3.3. Alternative PGEM: redefining edge-residual correctors.

In the work [23] it has been proposed to use the restriction of strong operator in order to

correct residual on internal edges. Inspiring us in that idea, we introduce here an alternative

boundary condition for the local problem (13) mixing the approach of [23] with the one

presented so far. Thus, as long as correcting residuals inside elements and on edges are

concerned, we obtain an alternative PGEM.

The strategy to build the alternative PGEM follows the same steps as presented in Section

2.2 and then we skip most of the details. In fact, the main novelty consists of replacing the

boundary condition (14) by

ũe ·n = αZ hZ Jσ pkK + RM ·n−
〈

RM ·n
〉

|Z on each Z ∈ Vh,(40)
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where
〈

v
〉

|Z ∈ R is defined in (38). Hence, the second local problem (18) stays unaltered

but the first one (17) is switched to

ũM
e + σ∇p̃M

e = RM in K, ∇· ũM
e = 0 in K,(41)

ũM
e ·n = RM ·n−

〈

RM ·n
〉

|Z on Z ∈ ∂K.

Clearly, consistency is still preserved as well as well-posedness. For the particular choice of

P1/P0 interpolation, the boundary condition included in the Darcy problem above simplifies

to

ũM
e ·n = −u1·n+

〈

u1·n
〉

|Z .

Once more the problem above can be split in terms of basis functions, but rather than solving

the problem (33)-(34) we are faced to compute the solution of

ϕk
i + σ∇ηk

i = −ψk
i , ∇·ϕk

i = 0 in K,(42)

ϕk
i ·n = −ψk

i ·n+
〈

ψk
i ·n

〉

|Z on ∂K.(43)

This alternative approach leads us to a well-posed problem whose solution may be ana-

lytically computed. In fact, the solution of (42)-(43) is nothing but the function (39) since

solving (42)-(43) (for ϕk
i +ψk

i ) is equivalent to solve (36). Therefore, the enriching basis func-

tions (39) which were at first glance just an accurate approximation of the right functions,

may be indeed formally translated as the final product of a different enriching strategy.

Finally, the alternative version of PGEM reads: Find (u1, p0) ∈ Vh × Q0
h such that

B((uM
1 , p0), (v1, q0)) +

∑

K∈Th

(Du
K(Jσ p0K),v1)K = F(v1, q0) ∀(v1, q0) ∈ Vh × Q0

h,(44)

where the function uM
1 belongs to Vh ⊕ ED

h and is given by

uM
1 := u1 + ũM

e .

Moreover, using (39) and the definition above functions uM
1 might be decomposed in terms

of basis functions as

uM
1 =

2
∑

k=1

3
∑

i=1

3
∑

l=1

ϕl

〈

ψk
i ·n

〉

|Zl
uk

i ,

where ϕl are defined in (35).
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4. Numerical experiments

We are now interested in the numerical validation of the reduced (28) and the complete

(26) PGEM. For the latter, the simplification mentioned in the remark on page 15 is adopted

making it equivalent to the alternative method (44).

Validations are performed through three numerical tests. The first experiment aims to

compare PGEM methods with available analytical solutions. Then, since both methods

produced similar numerical results, according to the theory (see [9]), the remaining numer-

ical tests are performed using only the reduced method (26). Analytical solutions are also

available in the second numerical test, but now the performance of the method is tested

to deal with non-homogeneous boundary conditions along with unstructured meshes. The

robustness of PGEM to face out of scope problems is validated in the final test by solving

the so-called five spot benchmark. In all those numerical tests the local mass conservation

feature is verified and analysis of sensitivity with respect to αZ performed.

4.1. Analytical solution: first study. The domain is Ω = (0, 1)× (0, 1) for that first test

as well as for all remaining tests. Moreover, we set σ = 1 and give the exact pressure equal

to p(x, y) = cos(2πx) cos(2πy). Next, the exact velocity is reached from the Darcy’s law and

the boundary condition is taken to be its normal component on the boundary leading to

b = 0. Consequently, the divergence velocity field is set as g = 8 π2 cos(2πx) cos(2πy).

A structured mesh is used and described in Figure 1 which contains 4096 triangular ele-

ments (h = 3.125×10−2). Furthermore, the coefficient αZ included in (27) is set up equal to

1. Numerical solutions obtained from the complete PGEM (26) (or equivalently (44)) are in

excellent agreement with the reference solutions as depicted in Figures 2-4. Similar results

are obtained adopting the reduced PGEM (28) as presented in Figure 6.

Next, a study of sensitivity of numerical error with respect to αZ is done in Figures 5 and

7 for the complete and reduced PGEM, respectively. The results point out that the error

with respect to αZ stays independent of parameter as long as αZ stays of order 1. That is

in agreement with the assumption that τZ must be at order hZ , as predicted by the theory

in [9].

In Table 4.1 we study the local mass conservation feature of the enhanced method (26)

whether we look at either u1 or u1+ue. Similar results are reached from the reduced method

(28). For that we define the quantities

Me := max
K∈Th

∣

∣

∫

K
∇· (u1 + ue) dx

∣

∣

|K|
and M1 := max

K∈Th

∣

∣

∫

K
∇·u1 dx

∣

∣

|K|
,(45)
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and we find out great loss of mass, as expected, when just the linear part of the solution

is used. Nevertheless, we recover the local mass conservation property updating the linear

velocity field by the multiscale velocity ue.

h 0.25 0.125 6.25 × 10−2 3.125 × 10−2 1.5625 × 10−2 7.8125 × 10−3

Me 1.1 × 10−13 1.9 × 10−13 2.1 × 10−13 2.7 × 10−13 1.5 × 10−13 2.8 × 10−13

M1 0.75 0.34 0.1 0.03 6.4 × 10−3 1.6 × 10−3

Table 4.1: Relative local mass conservation errors with the complete method.

MESH

Figure 1. The structured mesh.
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TANG.  VELOCITY TANG.  VELOCITY

Figure 2. Comparison between the tangential component of exact velocity

(left) and of u1 (right) using the complete method.

VELOCITY VELOCITY

Figure 3. Isolines of the absolute value of exact solution (left) and of |u1|

(right) using the complete method.
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PRESSURE PRESSURE

Figure 4. Comparison between the exact (left) and the numerical pressure

(right) from the complete method.
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Figure 5. The sensitivity of errors in the L2 norm with respect to αZ (com-

plete method).
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VELOCITY PRESSURE

Figure 6. Isolines of |u1| (left) and of the pressure (right) using the reduced method.
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Figure 7. The sensitivity of errors in the L2 norm with respect to αZ (reduced method).
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4.2. Second analytical solution: unstructured mesh study. The problem is set up as

in the first test, differing only by replacing the previous exact pressure by p(x, y) =
x3y

3
−

y3x

3
.

Once again, the velocity is computed from the Darcy’s law and the boundary condition b is

taken to be its normal component on the boundary. Clearly the velocity field is divergence

free (g = 0).

First, we validate the reduced method using the structured mesh described in Figure 1.

The results concerning the components of velocity u1 and pressure p0 are depicted in Figure

8 and are in perfect agreement with the exact solution. The Table 4.2 shows the local mass

conservation property being satisfied as long as u1 is updated by u1 + ue. Once more we

use the quantities (45) for measuring this.

h 0.25 0.125 6.25 × 10−2 3.125 × 10−2 1.5625 × 10−2 7.8125 × 10−3

Me 1.7 × 10−15 6.6 × 10−16 2.2 × 10−16 3.3 × 10−15 5.7 × 10−15 1.2 × 10−14

M1 0.12 0.06 0.03 0.02 7.6 × 10−3 3.8 × 10−3

Table 4.2: Relative local mass conservation errors with the reduced method.

Afterward, the unstructured mesh of Figure 9 is adopted which contains as many as 5.000

elements approximately. The isolines of u1 and pressure p0 are shown in Figure 10, and

the local mass conservation is once more precisely achieved as 2.6 × 10−14. The sensitivity

of error in terms of parameter αZ presents a similar behavior as in the previous test as far

as αZ remains bigger than a constant close to 1. Nevertheless, as a result of the loss of

stability whenever αZ is small, the nice and unexpected error behavior came out from using

structured meshes is no longer preserved (Figure 11).
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PRESSURE VELOCITY

Figure 8. Isovalues of pressure (left) and |u1| (right) with the reduced method.

MESH

Figure 9. The unstructured mesh.
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PRESSURE VELOCITY

Figure 10. Isovalues of pressure (left) and |u1| (right) with the reduced

method using the unstructured mesh.
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Figure 11. The sensitivity of errors in the L2 norm with respect to αZ using

an unstructured mesh.
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4.3. The five-spot problem. Due to its practical importance in oil recovery, the quarter

five-spot problem has served as a paradigm to validate stability and accuracy of numerical

methods for the Darcy model. This problem is now addressed considering zero source term

f and σ = 1 in a unit square domain, and instead of modeling injection and production

of well by a non zero source term g, we consider non-homogeneous boundary condition for

velocity such that its normal component is equal to 1/hZ at points (0, 0) and (1, 1). This

delta of Dirac is linearly approached on edges sharing such points.

First, we solve the five-spot problem using several structured meshes in order to validate

local mass conservation. The results show excellent accuracy of the conservation feature as

depicted in Table 4.3, where Me and M1 are the quantities defined in (45). We can see that

even in some cases the error is below the floating point of the machine (represented here by

the zero value).

h 0.5 0.25 0.125 6.25 × 10−2 3.125 × 10−2 1.5625 × 10−2

Me 1.4 × 10−14 7.1 × 10−15 2.8 × 10−14 3.4 × 10−13 0.0 1.8 × 10−12

M1 7.4 7.5 7.6 7.7 7.7 7.7

Table 4.3: Relative local mass conservation errors.

PRESSURE PRESSURE

Figure 12. The pressure (left) and its isovalues (right) (σ = 1).

The solution obtained using a structured mesh (h = 3.125 × 10−2) is depicted in Figures

12-14. The constant αZ is again fixed equal to 1. Next, we perform the same computation
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in the unstructured mesh on Figure 9. It turns out that αZ = 1 is no longer adequate for

obtaining an accurate solution as shown in Figure 15. However, such lack of accuracy is

overcome by choosing αZ = 100 as we can see in Figure 15 without losing mass which is

now of order 10−15. We must keep in mind that due to the lack of regularity of the exact

solution, the current test would be a-priori out of the framework in which the methods were

build. Despite this fact, the methods show good performances for structured meshes for

all αZ (below a constant close to 1). Nevertheless it came out from the numerical tests

that αZ plays an important role in terms of accuracy whenever unstructured meshes are

employed. For those cases, the exact value of αZ is less clear and the subject deserves

further investigation.

PRESSURE

0 0.5 1 1.5
-2.5

-1.5

-0.5

0.5

1.5

2.5

Figure 13. Profile of pressure at x1 = x2 (σ = 1).

Finally, we make numerical computations setting discontinuous values for σ. Particularly,

we fixed σ = 1 if x2 ≤ 0.4375 and σ = 100 otherwise, adopting the structured mesh on

Figure 1. The pressure surface and its profile at x1 = x2 are shown in Figure 16, and once

again mass conservation is attempted and is of order 10−13.
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VELOCITY VELOCITY

Figure 14. The absolute value of velocity (left) and its isovalues (right) (σ = 1).
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Figure 15. Isolines of |u1| using unstructured mesh (αZ = 100) and profiles

of |u1| at x1 = x2 varying αZ (σ = 1).
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PRESSURE PRESSURE
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Figure 16. The pressure surface with discontinuous coefficients (σ = 1 and

σ = 100) and its profile at x1 = x2.

5. Conclusion

Starting from a Petrov-Galerkin enhanced framework, we derived new stable local mass

conservative finite element methods for the Darcy problem, based on the simplest pair of

interpolation spaces. As far as we are aware, this is the first local enrichment of P1/P0

that is stable and mass-conservative. The advantages of using this approach versus RT0

starts by statically condensing the enrichment and producing a method with no additional

unknowns on each element. Indeed, P1/P0 is a desirable pair for its cost. Although the

enrichment contains a local Raviart-Thomas component, this function does not add to the

global computational effort which is led by the underlying P1/P0. These enrichment functions

are condensed at the element level. It can also be easily coupled to a stabilized Stokes P1/P0.

Having to couple such problems using RT0 and P1/P0 presents drawbacks that may need

additional insight. Extension to higher order approximate methods can be also developed

under this framework as long as direct sum between polynomial and multiscale spaces is

preserved and discontinuous interpolation still assumed. Darcy problems with oscillating

coefficients can be tackled by the current enhanced method but more investigation would be

needed as long as the reduced version is concerned. Such possibility would lead to a drastic

reduction on the computational cost.
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